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July 10, 1987 
The second half of what began, eVen by Wall Street standards, as an impressive year, continued as 
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As has been pointed out in this letter earlier in the year, this behavior is not uncharacteristic 
of recent, past market action. As 1986 ended, we had seen two earlier upside explosions emerge out of 
the blue, the first in August, 1982 and the second in July, 1984. The third case, it can be argued, 
started on September 29, 1986, following a 8.57 percent correction in the DJIA. It is possible to 
compare this recent market action to date against those two previous benchmarks. 

This, we attempt to do in the updated chart below which depicts the first 250 trading days of the 
two previous rallies along with the first 195 trading days in the current market. In order to 
facilitate the comparison, the 1982 and 1984 series have been adjusted so that their starting level is 
equivalent to the September 29, 1986 close of 1755.20. Below, the DJIA chart and the action of our 
daily breadth index in the three periods is depicted on a similar basis. 
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The most obvious generalization regarding the current market is that it falls just about halfway 
between 1982 and 1984 in terms of percentage advance. The two previous cases began with sharp upside 
explosions and then flattened, whereas the current market has produced a slow and steady rise in the 
Dow, so that by mid-February, it had advanced, on a comparitive basis, even more than in 1984. What 
differentiates 1982 from the two subsequent cases is the sharp "second leg", which started in October 
of that year. This, as the chart shows, took the indicator the the equivalent of 2800 before it 
finally flattened and began moving sideways. 

It is the lateral movement in the second half of their lifespan which makes the two previous 
advances relevant from a forecasting point of view. If past experience is followed by the Dow, it 
could remain In a trading range centered around current levels through Labor Day. We can expect, 
therefore. a dimunition of action on the upside but on the other hand based on the past experience, 
there should occur little in the way of a significant correction. The only cloud on the horizon is the 
comparatively poor action of breadth for the most recent series. Clearly, this current weakness in 
breadth must improve in order to sustain the market advance. . 

It must be noted that before the two previous upswings had run their course, they each moved the 
DJIA up 65.68 percent in 329 trading days in 1982, and 76.68 percent in 534 trading days in 1984, 
versus 40.38 percent in 195 trading days currently to date. If this precedent is followed, the current 
upswing could carry the DJIA over the 3000 level some time in the first half of 1988. 
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